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A list of the ten most frequently cited issues of concern to the people in the WBHM/WSGN listening area
during the last quarter. The list details the most significant programs addressing these issues. All of these
programs were published at WBHM.ORG and broadcast on WBHM and WSGN between July 1, 2011 and
September 30, 2011. The list includes the following issues:
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ARTS

Tragic City Rollers
2011-09-16; 535; 735; 1645
You're probably familiar with the Blazers and the Barons. But have you heard of the Tragic City Rollers? If
not, you're missing out on another home team to root for. ; 3:00.

ECONOMY

Gulf Economy Rebounds
2011-08-17; 635, 835, 1645
Quarterly revenue reports show spending along the Alabama Gulf Coast is up significantly over previous
record years. Although the BP oil spill is not forgotten, tourists are back.That's good news for the coastal
businesses, but state officials note this doesn't mean BP is off the hook. ; 3:10.

Arbitron & the Tornado
2011-08-23; 6:55, 16:45
Four months after tornadoes ripped through Alabama, killing hundreds of people and destroying thousands of
buildings, radio industry executives say the storm cost them millions of dollars in advertising revenue. And
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some say the decision of one company may make problems worse. ; 1:45.

EDUCATION

Teach For America in Alabama
2011-07-07; 0633, 0833, 1645
The national service program Teach For America has been in Alabama for a full school year. As it gears up to
send our state more than 50 new teachers, it makes sense to check on the group's progress here. Dan Carsen, a
former TFA teacher, asks around for the Southern Education Desk at WBHM.; .

Polluted Schools
2011-07-29; 0633, 0833, 1645
[The EPA has named five prominent Birmingham firms liable for pollution in several North Birmingham
Neighborhoods. The following is our award-winning story on the subject from two years ago:] The Walter
Coke plant in North Birmingham makes high-grade coke used in blast furnaces and foundries. But according
to a class-action lawsuit, that's not all it makes: property owners allege carcinogens from the plant have
drastically lowered their property values. But for people living and going to school in this industrial area,
that's just the tip of the iceberg. Our Southern Education reporter Dan Carsen has more.; 6:00.

Jones Valley Tutorial
2011-08-10; Web only
Birmingham City Schools kitchen staff recently got a tutorial on nutrition and locally grown, sustainable food
at Jones Valley Urban Farm. They picked herbs and vegetables and helped bury stereotypes in the process.
Dan Carsen covered the event for WBHM and the Southern Education Desk. Click here for the web-exclusive
first-person account:; .

AdvancedPlacement
2011-08-15; Web only
The Alabama State Department of Education has won a $1.3-million grant from the U.S. Department of
Education to support the state's improving Advanced Placement programs. And at least one reason for that
improvement is controversial. Click here for education reporter Dan Carsen's web-exclusive story:; .

Defibrillators
2011-08-17; Web only
All Alabama public high, junior high, and middle schools now have defibrillators. So, in a state with
tightening education budgets, how did this come about? Click here for education reporter Dan Carsen's
web-exclusvie story:; .

AP-update
2011-08-25; Web only
At Alabama public high schools that first implemented the A+ College Ready Program in 2010-2011, A.P.
exam pass rates increased by 111 percent. The pass rate for minority students increased even more. But how
did that happen? Click here to read Dan Carsen's web-exclusive report: ; .

School Transpo Safety Pt 1 - Urban Trains
2011-09-19; 0633, 0833, 1645
It's no secret that kids trying to succeed in school face hurdles, some more than others. But for students in
many of Birmingham's urban neighborhoods, serious safety challenges involving massive moving machines
start before they even get to school. In Part One of a three-part series on school transportation, Dan Carsen has
more from the Southern Education Desk at WBHM:; .
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Pt2-RuralChallenges
2011-09-20; 0530, 0730, 1630
Safe transportation to and from school is a challenge across the country. Roughly 800 children die making that
trip each year, and the dangers vary by location. The rural south has its own challenges, some preventable,
some not. In Part Two of a three-part series on school transportation, Dan Carsen has more from the Southern
Education Desk at WBHM:; .

Part 3: Walking School Bus
2011-09-21; 0633, 0833, 1645
What has bright colors, traffic signs, dozens of feet, and provides exercise, companionship, and a safe way to
school? It's a new community-oriented health and safety strategy called a "walking school bus." In the last of
a three-part series on school transportation, Dan Carsen has more from the Southern Education Desk at
WBHM:; .

EMPLOYMENT

Hunger Hits A New Target
2011-09-08; 1645, 535, 735
The USDA reports that in 2010 more than 17 million households in America had difficulty providing enough
food due to lack of resources. The problem is hitting one group of people that haven't traditionally had to
worry about it before.; 3:15.

FAMILY

School Closures
2011-09-06; Web only
Torrential downpours yesterday flooded Birmingham area roads, downed trees and left thousands of homes
and businesses without power. Classes are canceled today in all Birmingham City and Jefferson County
Schools. ; .

GOVERNMENT

Alabama's Gambling Corruption Trial
2011-08-11; 16:45
This summer nine defendants including Alabama casino owner Milton McGregor go on trial. They're accused
of buying and selling votes around a pro-gambling bill in the state legislature. The case draws on hours of
secretly recorded wiretaps and promises to reveal the underside of wheeling and dealing in Montgomery.
WBHM's Andrew Yeager will follow the month's long case and offers updates of the unfolding action.; 4:00.

Open Meetings Law
2011-08-11; 5:35, 7:35, 16:45
Jefferson County Commissioners will meet tomorrow to determine their next move as the county struggles
with more than three billion dollars of sewer debt. They could reach a settlement with creditors or file what
would be the largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. history. But they'll hold the meeting in executive session.
That means meeting with lawyers, behind closed doors. And as WBHM's Andrew Yeager reports that has
some questioning if they're violating Alabama's open meetings law.; 2:54.

A Verdict in Alabama's Gambling Corruption Trial
2011-08-12; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
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Prosecutors with the Justice Department are contemplating their next move after the jury in Alabama's
gambling corruption trial returned no guilty verdicts. The partial verdict still leaves VictoryLand casino owner
Milton McGregor and six others facing unresolved charges. While defense lawyers were glad to have
acquittals on some counts, WBHM's Andrew Yeager reports they're still gearing up for what could be another
court battle.; 2:55.

A Challenge to Alabama's Immigration Law
2011-08-24; 16:30
Opponents of Alabama's new immigration law spent Wednesday in federal court trying to convince a judge to
block the measure from going into effect on September first. The legal showdown over what's been called the
toughest crackdown on illegal immigration in the country pits the U.S. Justice Department, a coalition of civil
rights groups and church leaders against attorneys for the state of Alabama. They argue there's no reason the
law shouldn't take effect as planned. NPR National Correspondent Debbie Elliot is watching the action at the
federal courthouse in Birmingham and spoke with WBHM's Andrew Yeager. ; 4:45.

FEMA Payments Delayed
2011-08-29; 16:45, 18:45
As the east coast dries out following Hurricane Irene, the storm is causing financial snags for Alabma. The
Federal Emergency Management Agency will delay certain payments for existing disaster operations, such as
rebuiling after April's tornados or the twister in Joplin, Missouri. Instead money will be directed to Hurricane
Irene response. Alabama Emergency Management Director Art Faulkner says this restriction does not affect
individual payments or debris clean up. It will affect longer term projects.; 2:38.

The Sewer and the Legislature
2011-09-02; 5:35, 7:35
Jefferson County Commissioners have two weeks left to reach a settlement with creditors over the county's
more than three billion dollar sewer debt. Commissioners have been negotiating directly with Wall Street
banks in hopes of avoiding what would be the largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. history. While approving
a settlement is an important part of resolving the sewer debt crisis, that's not the end. As WBHM's Andrew
Yeager reports, it just means a trip to Montgomery.; 3:33.

Birmingham Bus Cuts
2011-09-08; Web only
The Birmingham-Jefferson County Transit Authority's motto is "We'll get you there." But they might not be
able to due to a lack of funding. ; 2:20.

HEALTH CARE

A Healthy Novella
2011-09-15; Web only
The typical Spanish novella drips with passion, love, and jealousy. It usually doesn't explain how to manage
diabetes or stop smoking. But a Birmingham-based radio project is trying to do just that. WBHM intern Clare
Gamlin explains how this broadcast is teaching new Alabamians health information they might not otherwise
hear.; 2:35.
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